Summary of findings

From March to June 2019, we conducted a literature review to learn about what types of evidence policymakers say they want or need to make decisions. Our review of 27 articles and reports led to the following findings:

1. **Very little research has been done about what evidence policymakers want or need.** We could only find 6 research studies that addressed this question directly.

2. **Policymakers are open to multiple forms of evidence.** They draw on a range of information—including agency data, constituent feedback, and research—to make decisions.

3. **Policymakers reject a hierarchy across these forms of evidence.** They value both qualitative and quantitative evidence.

4. **Policymakers are skeptical about the relevance of much academic research to their everyday decisions.** They’re concerned about timing (research too old to help), context (not sure it applies to us), and failure to generate actionable recommendations (it’s interesting, but it doesn’t help me figure out what to do).

5. **Policymakers want evidence that is timely, context-relevant (or even better, locally-generated), and accompanied by clear recommendations.** The converse of Finding #4.

6. **Policymakers prefer brief and clear presentations of evidence.** 1-2 page executive summaries and short reviews of bodies of research are great. But they must be jargon-free—no academese.

7. **Policymakers find stories combined with empirical data compelling and useful.** While data might inspire action, real people’s stories illustrating the problem help them get others on board.

8. **Policymakers rely on relationships for evidence.** Information comes to them via other colleagues, staff, trusted academics, or representatives from think tanks and interest groups. Trusted and credible people from these various organizations translate evidence for policymakers, helping them to understand what is relevant to them, what it means, and actionable propositions.

9. **Policymakers have a hard time finding unbiased and credible information.** Policymakers are aware that much of the information coming at them is biased, of mixed methodological rigor, or cherry-picked to support their own views. They want help sorting through this ‘mixed economy of evidence’ and screening out bad or misleading information.

10. **Policymakers’ approach to evidence is informed by their roles.** At the end of the day, policymakers—unlike most researchers—have to make decisions, whether they have good information or not. This responsibility, combined with related time constraints and political realities, informs their pragmatic approach to evidence.

---

1 This report was prepared for the Center for the Study of Social Policy under the supervision of Steven D. Cohen.
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Introduction
This summary paper considers the main themes identified from a literature review of 27 sources related to the evidence needs of policymakers. This sample was selected according to a prioritization rationale following a bibliographic search process that yielded 70 potentially relevant articles. For the sake of time, only sources that received either a ‘High’ or ‘High-to-Medium’ prioritization were read. These sources explicitly asked what kinds of information policymakers desire, employing direct data collection methods or systematic reviews.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the research evidence on what types of information policymakers want and need to make social policy decisions, broadly defined. In other words, we are interested in the demand side of this issue. This differs significantly from most discussions of ‘evidence-based’ policy, where the supply side (e.g. dissemination strategies, research use in decision-making, etc.) is the overriding concern. In those studies, a predominant question is how to get policymakers to use the vast quantities of research evidence already available. There appears to be considerably less discussion of what types of evidence policymakers want or need in the first place. Accordingly, we set out to find what literature does exist on that question.

It is worth mentioning that while policymakers’ needs for evidence in the human services fields was the focus of this review, literature in these contexts was rare. The table below breaks out the disciplinary distribution of articles read:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Sources read in-depth:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family services</td>
<td>Bogenschneider et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile justice</td>
<td>Waddell et al. (2005), DuMont (2015), Tseng (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human services/welfare</td>
<td>Head et al. (2014), Ingold &amp; Monaghan (2016), <strong>Monaghan &amp; Ingold (2019)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International relations</td>
<td><strong>Avey &amp; Desch (2014)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education policy</td>
<td>Jabbar et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>McNie (2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2The sample of 27 sources includes four non-academic reports produced by think tanks or intermediary organizations. These were identified and prioritized following an extensive search of the grey literature, covering 16 different research-to-policy intermediary organizations. For more details on prioritization, see the notes on methodology.
Overall, despite what some abstracts indicated, very few articles addressed the question of policymakers’ demand for evidence directly. Of the 27 sources read, only 6 explicitly sought to understand what types of evidence policymakers want or need (see bolded citations in table above). Since only one of these was found in the welfare/human services field (excepting public health), some of the conclusions in this report are drawn from studies of this topic in other fields (e.g. international relations).

The lack of research on policymakers’ preferences for types of evidence they find useful in decision-making is an important finding. It stands in stark contrast to the large volume of material focused on the supply side of evidence, which - at the risk of overgeneralization - asks essentially, “We [researchers] have all this evidence. Why aren’t policymakers using it?” Countless studies have sought to understand how to get policymakers to make better use of existing evidence. Clearly, there is more scope to assess policymakers’ needs for evidence.

The focus of this study also departs somewhat from the literature on research utilization, which gets at the question of policymakers’ evidence preferences indirectly. That literature mainly examines how, and under what circumstances, policymakers use evidence. To the extent that such research identifies what types of evidence are valued by policymakers and actually used in their decision-making processes, it may be a proxy measure of demand. It might even be more useful than what policymakers say they need, if measures of policymakers’ behaviors when using evidence are indeed reliable. However, the challenge here is that what policymakers really need/want may not exist, or they may not be able to access it in a way that works for them. Hence the need for the study at hand.

Despite the paucity of studies on this subject, some relevant insights can be gleaned from the related literature. A substantial research literature has identified preferred presentation formats for evidence and sources of information used in decision-making. Additionally, a robust literature found a range of facilitators and impediments to research use in policymaking. Standout findings from each of these categories will be described in this summary paper.

One surprising finding from this review was policymakers’ apparently sophisticated epistemological approach to evidence. In contrast to some academic proponents of the evidence-based policy movement who promote ‘gold standards’ of research, policymakers in numerous studies strongly rejected a hierarchy of evidence. Instead, they valued multiple forms of evidence, including qualitative research, professional wisdom, and local feedback (Monaghan & Ingold, 2019). For example, the policymakers in Petticrew et al. (2004) described a ‘mixed economy’ of evidence:

“There was much doubt among the group [senior policy advisors in the U.K.] about the value of a ‘hierarchy of evidence’ in public health as used in evidence-based health care. They noted again the problem with ‘high concept’ notions of evidence preferred by academics, and pointed out that in policy circles a ‘mixed economy’ of evidence actually prevailed, in which different types of experimental and non-experimental evidence are brought to bear on policy questions. It was felt that researchers therefore needed to help policymakers with managing this mixed economy; for example, to help deal with many small pieces of evidence, of variable quality, (and with many gaps), but all pointing in the same direction.” (813)

A participant in this study memorably asserted: “Give up gold standards! We need methods appropriate to the problem, appropriate to the resources, and appropriate to the public health sector” (Petticrew et al., 2004:813). Other studies affirmed this insight that policymakers may have a wider definition of what constitutes ‘evidence’, than, for example, many researchers do (Tseng, 2012:6; Jabbar et al., 2014). As Mitton & Patten (2004:151) observed: “decision-makers draw on multiple sources and define evidence broadly...the key for the decision-maker seems to be in recognizing that evidence comes in different forms.”

It is clear that policymakers may be inclined to adopt a catholic approach to evidence. A possible explanation for this orientation is policymakers’ pragmatic desire to collect any information that may help them prioritize...
often limited resources, especially amid ambiguous, complex, or urgent challenges. The nature of policymakers’ roles, objectives, and related constraints may inform their epistemological framework(s). Researchers should therefore seek to understand how policymakers define ‘evidence’. This finding also adds nuance to the ‘two communities/cultures’ thesis in the research utilization literature (Weiss, 1977).

This finding will be explored in some detail in this review. Prior to this discussion, we will review findings about the types of evidence demanded by policymakers, presentation preferences, information sources, and facilitators/barriers to research use.

What types of evidence policymakers seek

Only six of the studies reviewed addressed policymakers’ demands for evidence directly (Avey & Desch, 2014; Petticrew et al., 2004; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Dodson et al., 2015; Apollonio & Bero, 2017; Monaghan & Ingold, 2019). These studies specifically sought to understand what types of evidence policymakers found most convincing or helpful within their respective disciplines (i.e. international relations, public health, and benefits policy). Drawing on robust methodologies—including surveys, in-depth interviews, focus groups, and participatory action projects with policymakers—these studies revealed critical insights about policymakers’ conceptualizations of and needs for evidence. Eight more studies addressed the demand side of evidence-informed policymaking tangentially, or even accidentally (Waddell et al., 2005; Bogenschneider et al., 2013; Jack et al., 2010; Hyder et al., 2011; Gollust et al., 2017; Ingold & Monaghan, 2016; Jabbar et al., 2014; Lugo-Gil et al., 2019). Piecemeal discoveries about specific types of evidence sought by policymakers emerged amidst other findings about dissemination, presentation, institutional factors affecting research use, etc. The remainder of the articles either didn’t address types of evidence at all, mentioned it in passing in a discussion section, defined ‘demand’ in binary terms or without reference to policymakers’ desires/needs (c.f. Rutter, 2012; McNie, 2007), or studied a niche research tool (such as health technology assessments or diabetes economic models (c.f. McGregor, 2006; Grove et al., 2019).

Overall, it is safe to say that the question of what types of evidence policymakers prefer is understudied in the scholarly literature. Past exhortations to understand the types of evidence valued by decision makers have largely gone unheeded (Petticrew et al., 2004). As such—and especially given the momentum gained by the evidence-informed policy movement in recent years—this review reaffirms Mitton and Patten’s (2004:150) observation that “asking decision-makers about their experiences in applying evidence is a logical, yet largely unexplored area.” It also echoes Tseng’s (2012:5) call to attend to demand-side needs in the process of research production.

Several findings about policymakers’ needs for evidence did however emerge. The review affirmed policymakers’ general regard for high quality and rigorous research (Bogenschneider et al., 2013; Innaer et al., 2002; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Petticrew et al., 2004; O’Brien & Martinez-Vidal, 2016). Yet policymakers’ definition of ‘rigorous’ or ‘quality’ evidence may differ significantly from the conceptualization frequently espoused by proponents of evidence-informed policy. In contrast to a graded scale of evidence—wherein RCTs or sophisticated quantitative analyses occupy the upper echelon of rigor—policymakers define ‘evidence’ more broadly (Mitton & Patten, 2004; Petticrew et al., 2004:813; Chatterji et al., 2014; Jabbar et al., 2014; Monaghan & Ingold, 2019). They value multiple forms of evidence, including stories/testimonials encountered in client or constituent meetings, community feedback, practitioner knowledge, expert

---

5 The terms ‘types’ or ‘kinds’ of evidence could be interpreted two ways: first, as categories of information (such as peer-reviewed studies, administrative data, or different methodological studies (e.g. quantitative v. qualitative). Alternatively, it could be interpreted to mean content areas—e.g. evidence about child abuse and neglect prevention, evidence about effective hiring practices, etc. In this review, I mainly focus on the first meaning, largely owing to the diversity of practice fields in the literature.

6 Following critiques that the term ‘evidence-based’ implies a positivist, linear, and instrumentally-rational policymaking process, throughout this report Chalmers’s (2005) term ‘evidence-informed’ is used to convey the deeper complexity of competing influences.

7 One study contradicted this finding (Jabbar et al., 2014), in which policymakers relied on dubious ‘evidence’ filtered by interest groups when considering charter school reforms. Policymakers did seem to be aware this information was biased. However, from the perspective of disadvantaged interest groups, these decision-makers didn’t seem particularly interested in seeking out more rigorous research.
testimonies, internal agency data/analyses, and their own professional wisdom gained from experience (Waddell et al., 2005; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Edwards, 2009; Head et al., 2014; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014; Jack et al., 2010; Petticrew et al., 2004; Gollust et al., 2014; Tseng, 2012; Honig & Coburn, 2008; Apollonio & Bero, 2017; Moreland-Russell et al., 2015; Ingold & Monaghan, 2016).

Analysis conducted on administrative data is an emerging, yet highly valued practice (Urahn et al., 2018). According to a joint Brookings/Pew Research study, administrative data is comprised of necessary information collected in the course of program operations, such as participation rates, demographics, routine records collection, and (potentially) associated outcomes (Urahn et al., 2018:1). This data is primarily used for the purposes of program management, operations, compliance, reporting, and monitoring, not research necessarily. However, several states have recently taken administrative data to the ‘next level’, carrying out sophisticated analyses on administrative data and drawing out insights to inform decisions (Urahn et al., 2018).

There are indications that for some policymakers, this type of analysis is equally important as peer-reviewed, academically-produced research (in some instances, it might be perceived as on par in terms of quality too). For example, policymakers in Jabbar et al.’s (2014:1023) study talked often about ‘research’ and ‘analysis’ undertaken within their own education departments: “We’ve got an analytics group here that is always analyzing our data...”, data that mainly pertained to teacher and student evaluations. Subsequent analyses on discrepancies between district results using this data informed policymakers’ decisions on contested reforms, such as merit-based pay. Yet as Jabbar et al. note, such analyses may only go surface deep, confusing population-level trends for explanatory research (1023). In some cases, policymakers may prefer this type of analysis to externally-produced research. DuMont (2015:27) hypothesizes that in high-uncertainty contexts amid tenuous institutional settings—in fields like child welfare or education—leaders may grant more weight to internal evaluations or reviews carried out by staff on the relevance of external research literature. If accurate, this dynamic may be interpreted in several ways: first, and most critically, as a self-preservative and instrumental use of research to support their own agendas. Alt, given policymakers’ concern for context, as attunement to local factors/nuances when interpreting non-local research. More likely, it may be a necessary exercise where no relevant research exists. Whichever way, internally-produced administrative data and analysis is clearly one useful tool in policymakers’ toolkit.

This leads us to the varied methodologies valued by decision-makers. In numerous studies, policymakers strongly asserted the value of qualitative research8 in their decision-making (Avey & Desch, 2014; Petticrew et al., 2004; Hyder et al., 2011; Jack et al., 2010; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014; Lugo-Gil et al., 2019). (Qualitative research, while not explicitly defined in the studies reviewed, ranged from focus groups, country or program case studies, ethnographic research, or interview studies with frontline-workers.) For instance, policymakers in studies reviewed by Lugo-Gil et al. (2019) considered qualitative research on program design and implementation to be highly relevant to their decision-making, in addition to quantitative analyses of program outcomes (p. xi). In international relations, a survey of 234 high-ranking foreign policy officials in three U.S. presidential administrations revealed their preference for detailed qualitative case studies that explicated possible causal mechanisms (Avey & Desch, 2014). In this research, policymakers were also skeptical about large-N quantitative analyses, particularly in regards to their local applicability and tendency to brush over complex within-case causal dynamics. At first, this concern may appear uniquely situated in the international relations field. But other studies in child welfare, public health, and juvenile justice demonstrate that these concerns about transferability and generalizability are shared by policymakers in other fields too (Waddell et. al., 2005; Mitton & Patten, 2004; McGregor, 2006; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Hyder et al., 2011; Dobbsins et al., 2007; Petticrew et al., 2004). Policymakers in Petticrew et al.’s (2013:813) study, for instance, wanted more causal analyses on how exactly social determinants of health translate into discrepant health outcomes, particularly within their respective contexts. Similarly,

---

8 Two studies contradicted this, both of which were conducted in the context of universal credit amid austerity in the U.K. (Ingold & Monaghan, 2016; Monaghan & Ingold, 2019). These studies found that policymakers were perceived by civil servants to value quantitative evidence to the detriment of qualitative evidence. One participant stated that there was a “reluctance to go for anything other than numbers” (10). However, the authors attributed this to the overarching austerity context— with its obsessive economic focus— rather than methodological preference.
state legislators in Dodson et al.’s (2007:846-847) study were hesitant to transpose findings from national economic analyses to their state, much less their specific districts.

Evidently, skepticism of complex quantitative analyses arises from policymakers’ sensitivity to local context. As such, they value locally-generated—often qualitative—evidence in addition to macro, national-level research (Petticrew et al., 2004:812; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Dobbins et al., 2007; Hyder et al., 2011; McGregor, 2006; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Invaer et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2009; Palinkas et al., 2014; Dodson et al., 2007; Ingold & Monaghan, 2016). These insights correspond to Nowell & Albrecht’s (2019) findings that qualitative research is uniquely suited to uncovering precise causal mechanisms underlying statistical correlations, adding nuance to existing theory, and developing new theoretical frameworks via specific case studies (350-351). The endemic attunement to subtle contextual factors in qualitative research can also provide the local sensitivity and analysis absent from large-scale quantitative analyses that policymakers clearly desire.

While policymakers do appear to value mid-range theoretical development—particularly contributions that have explanatory or predictive potential (Avey & Desch, 2014; Petticrew et al., 2004)—they also appreciate research with a practical orientation. Several studies noted decision-makers want scholars to include specific policy recommendations with their research (Dobbins et al., 2007; McGregor, 2006; Bogenschneider et al., 2013; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Invaer et al., 2002; DuMont, 2015). Ubiquitous fiscal constraints also prompted decision-makers to seek research that illuminated cost effectiveness (Hyder et al., 2011; Petticrew et al., 2004; McGregor, 2006; Mosley & Gibson, 2017; Dodson et al., 2015:843; Lugo-Gil et al., 2019), capacity to benefit (Mitton & Patten, 2004), funding options (Bogenschneider et al., 2013), opportunity costs (Dodson et al., 2015:843), and outcomes as opposed to outputs (Waddell et al., 2005; Jack et al., 2010).

Research that considers the practical constraints associated with a particular course of action or provides decision-makers with insights to aid in their deliberations about prioritization is therefore important. Two studies also highlighted decision-makers’ desire for equity-informed research that disaggregates impacts and illuminates disparities amongst populations (Hyder et al., 2011; Petticrew et al., 2004). Overall, policymakers appear to value research that provides insights to help them make an informed decision amid their various institutional constraints. At times, depending on the availability of research in their local contexts, their definition of ‘evidence’ will encompass so-called ‘soft’ forms of evidence as they marshal all available information to manage ambiguities endemic to the policymaking process.

How policymakers want their evidence presented

There is a significant literature on policymakers’ preferences for evidence presentation. Although this literature was not specifically sought out in this review, some findings arising from this research base nevertheless surfaced.

Unsurprisingly, given policymakers’ limited time and action orientation, they prefer concise and clear presentations of evidence. Numerous studies have noted the importance of brevity (Jack et al., 2010; Dobbins et al., 2007; Hyder et al., 2011; McGregor, 2006; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Gollust et al., 2017; Dodson et al., 2015) and jargon-free communication of research findings (Avey & Desch, 2014; Dobbins et al., 2007; Hyder et al., 2011; McGregor, 2006; Ellen et al., 2016). Policymakers in one study said they wanted researchers to combine data analysis with real-life stories or personal testimonies, a practice they viewed as adding weight and relevance to otherwise uninspiring information (Dodson et al., 2015:842; c.f. Apollonio & Bero, 2017:2).

Policymakers also seem to want rigorous syntheses of existing research on particular issues (Waddell et al., 2005; Hyder et al., 2011; McGregor, 2006; Petticrew et al., 2004; Mitton & Patten, 2004), with attention paid to how findings from other contexts (or national studies) may or may not be generalizable to their locality (Hyder et al., 2011; Jack et al., 2010; McGregor, 2006; Edwards, 2009; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Invaer et al., 2002; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Petticrew et al., 2004; Dodson et al., 2015). But these high-quality and thorough reviews should be prefaced with clear summaries. According to several scholars

---

9 I.e. theoretical development about particular issues emerging from empirical evidence, as opposed to ‘grand theories’ that attempt to provide comprehensive explanations of multiple phenomena.
Innaer et al., 2002; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Dobbins et al., 2004, 2007; Gollust et al., 2014), policymakers appreciate well-written abstracts and executive summaries — the shorter the better.

Information sources in decision-making

Policymakers rely on a range of information sources in addition to academic research. Depending on how one defines ‘evidence’, these varied information sources could be interpreted as a constellation of data points policymakers draw upon to make decisions.

As noted above, internal agency reviews and local administrative data provide decision-makers with context-relevant information (Waddell et al., 2005; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Edwards, 2009; Head et al., 2014; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014). Beyond civil servant analysis, these internal sources of information can also include feedback from frontline workers and direct meetings with clients. As a quote from a participant in Petticrew et al.’s (2004) study illustrates, political decision-makers glean information from a wide range of experiences: “What health ministers call ‘evidence’ is what they get from their constituents at their Saturday surgery” (812). Thus in addition to privileged internal information sources, policymakers are also likely to give weight to anecdotal information sources from their constituents and/or clients (Stoneham & Dodds, 2014). Likewise, wisdom and insights gained from decision-makers’ own professional experiences inform their frames of reference (Jack et al. 2010; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Rutter, 2012; Monaghan & Ingold, 2019). Professional conferences and associations are more formal channels which consolidate and circulate knowledge derived from practice (Dobbins et al., 2007; Head et al., 2014; Jack et al., 2010; Dodson et al., 2015; Jabbar et al., 2014).

In addition to their personal experiences, policymakers source information from their informal networks (Waddell et al., 2005; Head et al., 2014; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014; Dobbins et al., 2007; Tseng, 2012; Gollust et al., 2017; DuMont, 2015; Apollonio & Bero, 2017; Jabbar et al., 2014; Dodson et al., 2015). Sometimes, this includes learning directly from colleagues carrying out similar work in other jurisdictions (Waddell et al., 2005; Jack et al., 2010; Head et al., 2014; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Dodson et al., 2015; Ingold & Monaghan, 2016:10). Sharing best practices across regions likely addresses specific and contextualized implementation concerns not investigated in the empirical literature (Dodson et al., 2015). Policymakers also establish relationships with trusted experts—such as intermediary ‘knowledge brokers’ translating academic research into practical terms (Edwards, 2009; Jack et al., 2010; DuMont, 2015; Dodson et al., 2015; Jabbar et al., 2014), academics who actively seek opportunities to engage in the policy process (Waddell et al., 2005; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Dodson et al., 2015), and/or highly regarded clinicians with extensive expertise (Stoneham & Dodds, 2014). Policymakers in Dodson et al.’s (2015) study strongly asserted their appreciation for academics who reach out to them to share research findings, even if just to open up lines of communication (845). Numerous studies also identify research-to-policy partnerships and intermediary organizations which facilitate interactions between policymakers and scholars as fruitful avenues to fostering these relationships (Waddell et. al., 2005; Dobbins et al., 2007; Hyder et al., 2011; Edwards, 2009; Jack et al., 2010; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Lugo-Gil et al., 2019; Corluka et al., 2015; Tseng, 2012; DuMont, 2015; Gollust et al., 2017).

Lastly, this discussion of policymakers’ information supply routes would be incomplete if online—e.g. search engines, websites, social media (Dobbins et al., 2007; Head et al., 2014; Dodson et al., 2015)—and journalistic sources were not mentioned. Beyond research staff, the first port of call for policymakers seeking information is likely to be the internet, whether by Googling or looking at agency websites (Dodson et al., 2015:843). Information gleaned from news reporting was another pervasive influence, in fields as diverse as foreign policy (Avey & Desch, 2014), public health (Stoneham & Dodds, 2014), education (Jabbar et al., 2014), child welfare (Jack et al., 2010), and juvenile justice (Waddell et al., 2005).

As noted with research briefs above, factual data linked with compelling human stories are likely to stand out. Sometimes, investigative reporting constructs a media crisis, which might then lead to public outrages and demands for action (Jack et al., 2010; Head et al., 2014; Waddell et al., 2005; Mitton & Patten, 2004). This dynamic transforms grey, mundane information into ‘colorful’ and emotion-laden information that decision-makers must respond to (Jones & Baumgartner, 2005:12). In this sense, a public relations crisis may not produce much ‘evidence’ in the sense of new information about what’s going on in a system. However, it does create new facts that administrators have to deal with, largely in the form of demands from
oversight bodies, elected officials, and the public (Waddell et al., 2005:1653). Perhaps for this reason, policymakers might regard public opinion data as being on a similar level to empirical research in terms of its objective reality (Monaghan & Ingold, 2019:12). On a more mundane level, preference for simplified storytelling may also correspond to policymakers’ level of skill and comfort (or lack thereof) with “the language of research”, wherein those “not trained to interpret research prefer stories” (Apollonio & Bero, 2017:2; Monaghan & Ingold, 2019).

Overall, it appears that policymakers rarely lack information. As one participant in Waddell et al.’s (2005:1651-1652) study noted, “the first thing you realize is that decision-makers have an immense amount of competing information coming at them on an immense range of subjects.” This observation corresponds to Jones & Baumgartner’s (2005) seminal insight that policymaking institutions are primarily “information-processing instruments” comprised of boundedly rational agents, who constantly grapple with the inescapable “inefficiencies of human cognition” (ix). Policymakers in several studies recognized the biased nature of the information coming at them from interest groups and intermediary organizations (Gollust et al., 2017:5), but struggled to evaluate competing information within time constraints of the policy process (Apollonio & Bero, 2017:5-7; Jabbar et al., 2014; Gollust et al., 2017:4). Clearly, a major challenge is sorting through the volume and noise to identify highly relevant, credible information.

Impediments and facilitators of research use

A substantial literature investigates barriers and facilitators of research use in the policy process. Some findings from this literature surfaced in the search to learn about the types of evidence desired by policymakers. A couple themes from this body of work will be discussed briefly here, with more weight given to empirically robust findings identified across numerous studies.

Beyond straightforward impediments—such as lack of access to research literature (Dobbins et al., 2007; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014) or individuals’ underdeveloped research skills (Hyder et al., 2011; Rutter, 2012; Monaghan & Ingold, 2019; Urahn et al., 2018)—various institutional constraints and environmental factors impede the role of research in decision-making processes. First, as previously discussed, policymakers cite time and fiscal constraints as perennial barriers (Bowen et al., 2009; Petticrew et al., 2004; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014; Edwards, 2009; McGregor, 2006; Jack et al., 2010; Hyder et al., 2011; Dobbins et al., 2007; Head et al., 2014; Waddell et al., 2005; Innvaer et al., 2002; Gollust et al., 2017; Dodson et al., 2015; Urahn et al., 2018). Political factors—such as party or leadership interests, political feasibility, economic recession or austerity, and public opinion—also delimit the range of possibilities for building policy on robust evidence bases (Jack et al., 2010; Waddell et al., 2005; Head et al., 2014; Hyder et al., 2011; Petticrew et al., 2004; Monoghan & Ingold, 2019; Ingold & Monaghan, 2016).

An example of this can be found in the field of juvenile justice. When Waddell et al. (2005) interviewed 32 Canadian politicians and civil servants directly involved with addressing children’s conduct disorder, they found that decision-makers were aware of and strongly affirmed research that promoted mental health interventions (as opposed to punitive responses to anti-social behavior). Yet in spite of decision-makers’ knowledge of the most effective policies backed by empirical research, they faced recurring public outrages over violent incidents and media narratives promoting a ‘tough on crime’ approach. Such crises created an action-oriented and pressured institutional culture (see also Bowen et al., 2009). Politicians in particular faced electoral consequences for taking an evidence-backed approach which ran contrary to (ill-informed) public opinion. The policymakers in this study therefore called on researchers to actively engage the public on these issues and help reverse long-standing myths about punishment and restoration.

This example illustrates multiple political and environmental barriers that constrain evidence use in policymaking, even when the desire for evidence-informed interventions exists amongst decision-makers. Nevertheless, some barriers to research use in policymaking derive from the academy itself. Numerous studies noted the slow pace of university research compared to policymakers’ accelerated action timelines (Waddell et al., 2005; McGregor, 2006; Jack et al., 2010; Petticrew et al., 2004; Innvaer et al., 2002; Reece & Belcher, 2015). On one hand, rigorous research takes time to develop and carry out to a high standard—more time than policymakers might have in a pressured decision-making environment (Apollonio & Bero, 2017:8). What gets published reflects work done several years ago, and so may be out-of-date. Given these realities, while an academic may be happy to receive a request from a policymaker to study a particular issue
using robust methodologies, by the time it takes to do so, the political window for evidence-informed decision-making may have closed. Along these lines, Lugo-Gil et al. (2019) talk about a "misalignment in timing", where "by the time evidence becomes available, decisions may have already been made and/or the perception of its usefulness may have diminished."

But beyond these practical constraints, institutional norms in the academy may serve to disincentivize—or at least not adequately reward—rigorous scholarship that also strives for relevance (Tseng & Gamoran, 2017). Incentives within academia to publish in peer-reviewed scholarly journals—the target audience of which is other scholars, not policymakers (Reece & Belcher, 2015)—and advance long-term knowledge development appears to leave some policymakers struggling to grasp the direct relevance of scholarship to their work (Dobbins et al., 2007; Avey & Desch, 2014; Hyder et al., 2011; Edwards, 2009; DuMont, 2015). Scholars who neglect to provide specific policy recommendations in their work or engagements with policymakers reinforce this divide (Innvaer et al., 2002; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Petticrew et al., 2004). However, effective dissemination takes additional effort on top of what is required to get research published. Nuanced and detailed information must be condensed into jargon-free language, preferably in a one-page format. Research dissemination strategies that policymakers find valuable—such as researchers scheduling one-on-one meetings with relevant decision-makers or presenting expert testimony (Dodson et al., 2015: 845)—also take time away from producing new research (let alone teaching!). Reflecting on this, Gollust et al. (2017:4) note that universities’ tenure and promotion criteria rarely incentivize academics to spend time on research dissemination and engagement with policymakers. Consequently, they recommend adding measures of ‘public impact’ to tenure/promotion criteria, formally recognizing these worthwhile endeavors.

Research that strives for relevance amid academia’s institutional structures is likely to be well-received by policymakers. Engaged methodologies that develop research questions in tandem with community priorities may meet policymakers’ demand for locally-generated and context-sensitive research (Petticrew et al., 2004; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Dobbins et al., 2007; Hyder et al., 2011; McGregor, 2006; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Innvaer et al., 2002; Edwards, 2009; Lencucha et al., 2010). The research on facilitative factors strongly affirmed the importance of research-to-policy partnerships in creating opportunities for personal contact and relationship-building between policymakers and researchers (Reece & Belcher, 2015; Edwards, 2009; Jack et al., 2010; Hyder et al., 2011; Dobbins et al., 2007; Waddell et al., 2005; Innvaer et al., 2002; Bogenschneider et al., 2013; Head et al., 2014; DuMont, 2015; Lugo-Gil et al., 2019). Several studies identified frequent interactions between both groups as a crucial strategy for breaking down mutual mistrust and misunderstandings (Petticrew et al., 2004; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Innvaer et al., 2002; Gollust et al., 2017; Ellen et al., 2016; Haney et al., 2003). Indirectly, this may also improve researchers’ ability to tailor their research agendas to local conundrums, thereby enhancing the perceived relevance of their research. Involving policymakers in setting research priorities also appears to enhance research use in local decision-making (Reece & Belcher, 2015). Either way, research-to-policy partnerships and interactive forums10 likely improve timely communication between both groups, enabling researchers to frame their findings to address immediate issues, and increasing policymakers’ opportunities to alert researchers to their future concerns (Head et al., 2014; Hyder et al., 2011; McGregor, 2006; Innvaer et al., 2002; Gollust et al., 2017). Overall, frequent personal contact and relationships between decision-makers and researchers are widely recognized as critical facilitators of evidence-informed policymaking (Innvaer et al., 2002; Reece & Belcher, 2015; Rutter, 2012; Tseng, 2012; Gollust et al., 2017).

---

10 For analysis of what characteristics/factors make for effective partnerships, see Palinkas et al. (2015) and Lencucha et al. (2010).
It is possible that there is a mutually reinforcing cycle at play here (see diagram below). When policymakers and researchers develop relationships, not only are cultures of distrust and skepticism bridged, but researchers may also gain a deeper understanding of issues of concern to policymakers. Whether directly or indirectly, they might begin to shape their research agendas around questions policymakers want to understand immediately or in the future. Policymakers, in turn, may be able to grant researchers access to administrative data to help these questions get answered quicker, without having to do substantial data collection. Once the research is carried out, policymakers who have established trusted relationships with the researchers involved are more likely to learn from and act on the research findings, which in doing so may reinforce the relationship. This is just a hypothesis. But it seems to be borne out in pieces of the evidence base on this subject discussed above.

These are just some of the most prominent barriers and facilitators in the research use literature. There are other empirically-demonstrated facilitators—such as individual policymakers’ levels of personal dedication to research (Jack et al., 2010; Bogenschneider et al., 2013) and levels of graduate education (Avey & Desch, 2014; Asen et al., 2013). Organizational leadership and culture around research use in policymaking can have a strong effect both ways, either positively or negatively (Jack et al., 2010; Edwards, 2009; Hyder et al., 2011; Rutter, 2012). Without going into too much detail, it’s clear that institutional factors in both the academy and policymaking environments can impact the relevance of research to decisions.

Epistemological communities

A tentative finding from this review is the influence of environment and participant roles on epistemology. Much has been written about the two cultures/two communities theory, which posits that policymakers and researchers are members of decidedly different—and distanced—groups (Waddell et al., 2005; Hyder et al., 2011; Bogenschneider et al., 2013; Edwards, 2009; Innvaer et al., 2002). Frequently, distinctions between these supposed ‘two communities’ are sociocultural, leading scholars to call for renewed efforts to ‘bridge’ the cultural divide (Petticrew et al., 2004; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Innvaer et al., 2002).

Whether this divide is as severe as some hypothesize is a question for another day. However, findings from this review indicated that a sophisticated epistemology governs (at least some) policymakers’ approach to evidence. This epistemology is practically-oriented, ambiguity-conscious, context-attuned, and complexity-informed. It recognizes the limitations of various types of evidence—including quantitative studies sometimes framed as ‘gold standard’ research—but ultimately employs what information is on hand to manage pervasive uncertainties. This epistemological framework also acknowledges the inherently subjective nature of priority-setting in public policy, recognizing political and public pressures as inescapable forces in the decision-making process (Monaghan and Ingold, 2019:10). Responding to real-
time and sometimes urgent problems with decisive action—irrespective of information availability or quality—is the modus operandi.

Epistemological distinctions have been touched on by some scholars of evidence-informed policymaking. Monaghan and Ingold (2019:8) cite a distinction between different ways of knowing discussed by Maybin (2015) and Tenbesel (2006). According to their account, policymakers and civil servants frequently practice *phronesis* ("deliberation over values") and *techne* ("knowledge about how to ‘do’ policy work") in their daily decision-making. In contrast, *episteme* ("rational analytic knowledge") is present, but may take a backseat to the other two knowledge forms when time, feasibility, political capital are on the line. Overall, policymakers don’t have the luxury of inhabiting a singular—often positivist—epistemology. They are involved, and responsible.

Consequently, policymakers in the studies reviewed often defined ‘evidence’ differently from commonplace definitions in the academy. Whether information was timely, context-relevant, or locally-generated significantly impacted decision-makers’ assessments of its utility (Hyder et al., 2011; Mitton & Patten, 2004; Stoneham & Dodds, 2014; Petticrew et al., 2004). Where quantitative evaluations were judged to be insufficient for the decision-making process—due to perceived lack of causal within-case analysis, lack of connections from macro to local, context-bound situations, or irreducible complexity of an issue—policymakers actively valued qualitative evidence, including anecdotal information and wisdom derived from professional experience. Acknowledging ever-present ambiguities and the limitations of deductive reasoning in a complex world also led some to express support for participatory and non-Western indigenous epistemologies (Reece & Belcher, 2015; Jack et al., 2010). Ultimately, as Avey & Desch (2014) observed, decision-makers seem to seek conceptual frameworks that help them pattern out potential courses of action amid uncertain, interconnected problems.

At the end of the day, decision-makers must make decisions. They do so with multiple objectives. Cost effectiveness, political viability, public popularity, and responsiveness are just some of the many goals they pursue *in addition* to implementing evidence-informed policies. In contrast, most would agree that an overriding objective of academics is knowledge generation. Scholars’ secondary goals must contend with methodological rigor. And decision-making on a large-scale is not commonplace in their job descriptions.

This gap in the objectives and roles of policymakers versus researchers likely undergirds their respective epistemological approaches. Greenhalgh (2004:906) discusses this issue, referencing Dobrow et al. (2004):

“[D]oes research evidence pertain to an objective reality with transferable truths, or does it reflect a socially constructed reality with negotiated and context-dependent meanings? Dobrow et al (2004) distinguish the philosophical-normative orientation (that there is an objective reality to be discovered and that the critical dimensions of ‘evidence’ are validity and reliability) from the practical-operational orientation in which evidence is defined in relation to a specific decision-making context, is never static, and is characterized by emergence, ambiguity and incompleteness.”

Greenhalgh goes on to suggest these epistemological differences (between researchers who often adopt the former orientation, versus policymakers who seem to adopt the latter) are rooted in “different conceptual worlds...meaning systems and values.” Whether policymakers and researchers depart significantly from each other on these fronts is debatable.

But given the varied demands policymakers face, it is logical to infer that their approach to evidence is at least partially shaped by the nature of their environments and roles. And vice versa for researchers.

Both epistemological frameworks have insights to share. Both should be considered in discussions about evidence-informed policy. Initiatives that attempt to reduce distances between research producers/users can catalyze shared learning between these epistemological communities.

**Limitations of this review**

At the conclusion of this review, it is worthwhile noting a couple limitations, mainly related to the heterogeneity of the sample. The studies reviewed defined policymakers very differently. And some didn’t define them at all. Consequently, a wide variety of different types of policymakers at different levels of government (e.g. local, state, federal) and within different institutions (e.g. school districts, legislatures,
administrative agencies, civil service ministries) comprise the data collected by the studies analyzed in this review. The findings drawn out here are an attempt to identify themes across this incredible diversity. However, as Bogenschneider et al. (2013) so compellingly argue, the specific institutional cultures and the exact type of policymaker are important factors in how research evidence is used to inform decisions. Future studies would do well to bear this in mind.
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